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About This Game
Play as Billy, fighting your way through the randomly generated halls of an old, abandoned mansion! Fight through the halls,
find and collect loot in the side rooms, buy from shops, and battle exciting bosses at the end of each set of hallways. And when
you’re ready, unlock the basements to completely change the game with whole new challenges, enemies, bosses, and loot!

More than 120 unique weapons to use, spanning over 8 weapon classes: Sword, dagger, axe, war axe, spear, magic,
ranged, and gun.
Over 610,000 thousand costume combinations to discover and wear on your head, body, arms, and legs. Each set adds
unique bonuses to your character.
Earn points to unlock weapons, difficulties, and completely new areas to explore.
Fight challenging bosses along your way through the randomly generated hallways.
Purchase new items, costumes, mana, and hearts at the shops along the way.
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the haunting of billy classic
this game is fun but hard on easy mode. 10\/10
enough said. I freaking love this game! It's one of those games that you just don't want to put down. You gotta see if you can
make it further and further the next time.
Would recommend 10\/10. Love it so far!
The save function deleting after you die is frustrating but gives the game character...
It's also why I haven't gotten past the second boss yet. Owo
I love the classic rpg feel this game gives, looking at the stats of different armor and deciding which one is best, deciding
whether you like the quick but small dagger, or the big but slow axe. Choosing from the random selection in the shop and
battling through hordes of mixed monsters in chest rooms only to open the chest and find a freaking rusted dagger. (You got me
there, but one day, oh, ONE DAY.)
Nice learning curve and hard levels in a good way!
It's an awesome game to cater to grinders, nostalgia-junkies, and rpg fans alike.
I recommend to anyone!. Amazing game, 10\/10
Buy it!
The game works perfectly, combat is fluid and easy, the level of cuztomization is incredible and the way the developer listen
and constantly updates the game is out standing!
I hope to see more from this dev and always waiting for the next update, if your on edge about buying this, dont be, buy it
please, i promise you will not regret it. .COOL GAMEPLAY
.NEET ROGUELIKE LOOK
.NICE PIXLE GRAPHICS
.AND A LOAD OF WAYS TO GO
RECOMEND GETTING THIS GAME. For just a few bucks, you get to run about a spooky house, kill creatures, collect candy,
but stuff, kill stuff. It grew on me rather quickly. I DO reccomend the tutorial, which I think could use some polishing in the
menu department. But, that aside, for less than the price of a pack of cigarettes, you can be enjoying a retro monster romp.
The price is right, and the game is fun. What more could you ask for?
-EditAlready another game update, and this polishes the tutorial menu. It looks much, much more polished now. Kudos to the dev..
Turns out, my key bindings glitch was fixed. Thanks TargonStudios :)
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For the price this is a great game! The content was a little sparse to start out with, but currently the developer is adding new
content on a near daily basis. Every time you play is a fresh experience, with over-arching unlocks to keep you busy!. This game
is great, especially for this price.
Lots of weapons and armory each with its own individual bonusses. You will have to make decisions in which item you would
carry since you can't carry more than what you are wearing at that moment. Dieing makes you begin from the start again, which
I think is great and gives this game an even more challenging twist.
This game is great to play over and over again since it's diffrent every time you play.
420\/10. All around fun time, I really enjoy it
In my opinion, the branch and rusted weapons deserve a small buff though, the beginning of the game can be a chore with their
low damage
Other than that, loving the gameplay, atmosphere, and just overall feel of the game. Keep it up my friend!
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